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Abstract—Laser beam melting (LBM) is an additive manufac-
turing (AM) technology that allows the layer-based production of
geometrically complex parts from metal powder. Non-destructive
evaluation of part quality is a pre-requisite for widespread
application of this promising technology and an ongoing research
topic. In-process measurement of part layer compound quality
will be beneficial during optimization of process parameters for
best part quality. We inspect the part surface in high resolution
layer images acquired after laser exposure. Based on a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) we decompose surface images into laser
scan lines (oriented component) and underlying powder structure
(not oriented component). By computing the signal energy ratio
we obtain a measure for the prominence of laser scan lines which
is correlated with the compound quality. For 25 parts with varied
laser power and scan velocity the signal energy ratio is compared
to the computed energy input. A linear model achieves a root-
mean-square error (RMSE) of 9.76Jmm−3. Additionally we
automatically classify part regions as good/not good and compare
our results to a manual selection based on light microscopy.

I. INTRODUCTION

LBM is an additive manufacturing technology in which
parts are produced layer-wise from metal powder by melting
the layer geometry inside the powder bed with a laser. The
original three-dimensional part geometry from a CAD drawing
is sliced to obtain a 2D+1D representation of the part. Using
a recoating mechanism a thin powder layer (e.g. 20 µm) is
deposited onto the build platform and the two-dimensional
geometry of the current layer is melted by the laser. The build
platform is lowered, a new powder layer is applied and the
geometry of the next layer is melted. This process is repeated
until the entire part has been built. Due to the layer-based
process, very complex part geometries can be realized which
are not possible with conventional production methods such
as casting and machining. LBM is a tool-less method that is
ideally suited for job production and individual parts, which
are common e.g. in medical applications.

In recent years, the application of LBM technology has been
growing steadily but the lack of readily available quality as-
surance (QA) methods prevents manufacturers from adopting
LBM for security critical parts [1], [2]. Exceptions, such as the
first additive manufactured part in a turbofan engine [3], are
made possible by custom-built QA solutions [4]. To overcome
this issue, different in-situ process monitoring approaches have
been presented, including coaxial imaging of the melt pool [5],
[6], [7], [8], [9], thermography [10], [11], layer imaging of
the powder bed and melt result [12], [13], [14] and layer

imaging of the process radiation [15], [4]. For a comprehensive
overview of measurement approaches, the reader is referred
to [2] and [16].

In this work we focus on the analysis of high resolution
layer images acquired after laser exposure of each layer [13].
Figure 1 shows a sample image of the melt result for three
parts built with different parameter values. The surface topol-
ogy clearly reflects the changes in parameter values, but
manual analysis of a part with 25 to 50 layers per millimeter
build height would be very time-consuming. We therefore
develop an image analysis method to quantitatively assess the
surface topology and provide automated measurements. Our
method is evaluated using data from material qualification
build jobs a typical application which requires compound
quality assessment.

When a metal powder is used for the first time in LBM, the
process window for the core parameters (laser power Pl, scan
velocity vs, hatch distance h) has to be identified. The energy
input [J mm−3] for powder layer thickness d

E =
Pl

h · vs · d
(1)

can be computed and material properties provide a guide
line for the required energy input to fully melt the powder.
Note that different combinations of the core parameters Pl,
h, and vs yield the same energy input. Using a full factorial
design of laser power versus scan velocity the value regions
which produce smooth and regular single track geometries
are determined [17], [18]. Next, a sample geometry is built
multiple times with varied parameter values from the selected
region and process results are inspected using light microscopy
and/or scanning electron microscopy. Evaluation criteria are
the presence of continuous laser scan lines, smooth transition
between stripes (Figure 2) and the absence of holes in the
molten compound.

Part surfaces in Figure 1 illustrate typical characteristics: for
low energy input the powder material is not melted entirely and
the layer surface is rough and porous, whereas for high energy
input the surface is smoother and the laser scan lines stand
out clearly [19]. Recently, a study of the three-dimensional
surface topology was presented by Zhang et al. [20] who
utilized fringe projection to inspect the melt result in-situ. They
inspected the surface for three parts with different laser power
(230 W, 290 W and 350 W) and confirmed these observations,



Fig. 1: Example of part surface appearance for different energy input. Low energy input (left) leaves unmelted material and
scan lines are not continuous, the reference parameter settings for Hastelloy X (a comparable material) produce a level surface
with continuous scan lines (center), while high energy input causes elevated edges and very prominent scan lines (right).
Note that image analysis is based on the texture and ignores the brightness variation, image intensities were adjusted using
contrast-limited histogram equalization (CLAHE). Original image resolution is 25.8 µm/pixel.

which were derived from two-dimensional images in [19]. To
the best of our knowledge there are no previous approaches
to image-based topology inspection, though.

II. METHOD
A. Image Data

Layer images are obtained from an externally mounted
29 Mpx monochrome camera which is connected to the
LBM system, an EOSINT M270 (EOS GmbH, Germany)
and automatically acquires layer images of powder bed and
melt result [13]. Perspective distortion is corrected using a
homography derived from the position of calibration markers
melted into the powder bed by the LBM system’s laser and
image warping [21], yielding orthographic layer images for
analysis. Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization [22]
is applied to each layer image to correct uneven illumination.

B. Scan Orientation Detection
The surface of a LBM produced layer is dominated by the

regular oriented structure of the laser scan lines, which appear
in a hatch pattern inside the part boundaries (Figure 2). Due to
the underlying metal powder, the layer surface is not smooth
but rather rough and “noisy” (cf. Figure 1).

As the pattern of scan lines resembles a two-dimensional
sine with added noise, we can isolate the scan line pattern by
identifying the sine’s spectrum in the frequency domain and
decomposing the image. Figure 3 illustrates the procedure,
which is described in detail in the following sections.

For a square patch p (e.g. edge length a = 150 pixel), the
logarithmic magnitude spectrum Pl,n is computed as

P(fx, fy) = F(p), P ∈ Ca×a (2)

Pnorm(fx, fy) =
P(fx, fy)

|P(0, 0)|
(3)

Pl,n(fx, fy) = log |Pnorm(fx, fy)| , (4)

where F denotes the two-dimensional FFT and fx, fy are the
spatial frequencies in x- and y-direction, respectively. Note that
we employ a shifted FFT for which the position fx = 0, fy =
0 is at the center of the spectrum. The local maxima in the
logarithmic magnitude spectrum correspond to the spectrum
of the two-dimensional sine. To enhance the local maxima we
attenuate lower frequencies in the spectrum using

g(fx, fy) = 1− exp

(
−
f2x + f2y

2σ2

)
, σ =

a

12
(5)

Pw(fx, fy) = Pl,n(fx, fy) · g(fx, fy) (6)

Then, the Radon transform which enhances lines by inte-
grating the values along projection beams at different positions
r and angles ϕ [23] is computed:

R(x′, θ) =

∞∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

Pw δ(x cos θ + y sin θ − x′) dfx dfy. (7)
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Fig. 2: Path of laser scan lines in consecutive layers. Scan lines
are placed in a hatched pattern inside 5 mm wide stripes with
overlap which are rotated by a fixed angle after each layer.



As the spectra of the sine pattern are located on a line
through the center of the spectrum, we identify the dominant
orientation as

θdom = arg max
θ

R(x′ = 0, θ). (8)

C. Scan Line Extraction

After detecting the dominant scan line orientation, we pro-
ceed with the isolation of the sine wave spectra. By extracting
local peaks along a line through the center of the low-pass
filtered magnitude spectrum and rotated to θdom

y(x) = tan
(π

2
− θdom

)
x, x ∈

[
−a

2
,
a

2

]
(9)

we obtain the spectra of the sine signal at positions xi (Fig-
ure 3, bottom center). A filter in the frequency domain is
then constructed by placing unit pulses at the locations of the
spectra

M(n,m) =

{
1, if n = xi ∧m = y(x)

0, else.
(10)

and convolving the filter mask with a Gaussian with standard
deviation σfilt = 3.0

Fsmooth = M ∗G(σ) (11)

F = 1− Fsmooth

maxFsmooth
. (12)

The inverse FFT of the filtered spectrum yields the laser
scan line image Iperiodic (the ’�’ operator denotes element-
wise multiplication)

Pfiltered = P� F (13)

Iperiodic = F−1 (P−Pfiltered) (14)

Ipowder = F−1 (Pfiltered) . (15)

Sample results are displayed in Figure 4. Note that a weak
line pattern remains in the background component, as the filter
only removes the strongest periodic components. Additionally,
overlap regions between adjacent stripes (Figure 2) are kept
as background.

D. Rating Surface Quality

During qualification of process parameters for a new mate-
rial the surface is manually inspected using light microscopy
and/or scanning electron microscopy. One visual feature is the
appearance of laser scan lines which are continuous and stand
out for higher energy input. For low energy input, laser scan
lines are not continuous, the surface compound is worse and
the roughness increased [19], [20]. We transfer this feature
to our layer images by measuring the prominence of laser
scan lines in our decomposed image. As the two components
describe the laser scan lines and the background structure,
respectively, we measure their ratio which is computed as the
signal energy ratio

r =

∑
x,y | Iperiodic(x, y) |∑
x,y | Ipowder(x, y) |

. (16)
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Fig. 3: Scan orientation measurement. The two-dimensional
sine causes local maxima on a line in the logarithmic magni-
tude spectrum (top center) which is orthogonal to the scan
line orientation. The Radon transform yields the dominant
orientation in the spectrum which is used to extract the local
maxima and create a matched filter mask in the frequency
domain (bottom right).

(a) very low energy input, r = 2.687

(b) medium energy input, r = 3.133

(c) high energy input, r = 3.343

Fig. 4: Decomposition of part surface images and associated
signal energy ratio r. Left: input image patch, center: extracted
laser scan lines Iperiodic, right: extracted background structure
Ipowder. Note that extracted laser scan lines are not all parallel
in (a), center, while they are parallel and stand out in (c). Not
all scan lines are removed from Ipowder in overlapping parts of
stripes.
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Fig. 5: Position of sample regions in build job. A combination
of low scan velocity and high laser power yields maximum en-
ergy input (region #5), energy input is minimal for region #21.
Region #13 uses reference parameter for comparable material
Hastelloy X. Manually selected parameters are highlighted.

E. Experiments

Data analysis in this work is based on a build job with
25 cylinders which were built with varied laser power and
velocity (Figure 5) using Inconel 625. The reference energy
input E was computed using Equation (1) for all parts and
serves as a reference. Layer images of the build job were
acquired with image size 2887 px× 2789 px and a resolution
of 25.8 µm/px. Illumination correction applied CLAHE on 16-
by-16 tiles, and square image patches of 200 px× 200 px were
extracted from the corrected image for each sample region.
For 15 layer images of the melt result, the signal energy ratio
from Equation (16) was computed and analyzed.

F. Classification of Part Regions

To investigate the feasibility of automated surface rating,
we use the extracted signal energy ratio values as features
in a classification task. During manual material qualification,
part surfaces were inspected using light microscopy and five
regions were selected based on their surface characteris-
tics (Figure 6). The aim of the classification is to reproduce
the manual selection into categories good/not good by using
binary classification. As for each region only one sample per
layer is available (N = 14 layers), we use sampling with
replacement to build feature vectors with different length. For
window length L, we use a sliding window and combine L
ratio values into one vector to build the feature matrix (Fig-
ure 7). This approach combines measurements from L layers
for each region which helps to consider the variation due to
the rotating scan scheme. Additionally, we use tree classifiers
which are robust also for small sample sizes. The optimal value
of L is determined experimentally for each classifier.

We perform cross validation with a “leave-one-region-out”
scheme, where a classifier is trained on all but one part region
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Fig. 6: Microscopic images of part surfaces with manually
selected samples.
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Fig. 7: Resampling scheme for classification of part regions.
A sliding window of size L is used to extract energy signal
ratio values which become rows in the feature matrix.

and then predicts if the held-out part region was manually
selected or not. Evaluation is based on classifier loss, i.e. the
ratio of misclassifications.

III. RESULTS

The example shown in Figure 4 informally demonstrates
the descriptive power of the signal energy ratio from Equa-
tion (16). For quantitative analysis, we compute r for all
sample regions in 15 layer images from our build job and
analyze the distribution for each sample part. Each row of
samples starts with a lower energy input than the previous
row and the energy input increases from left to right in each
row (Figure 5). Signal energy ratio values therefore should
form groups of five with lower values for every first region.

Figure 8 displays the results along with the computed energy
input. Regions #21 and #5 exhibit the minimum and maximum
signal energy ratio values which reflect the associated mini-
mum/maximum energy input.

The signal energy ratio values for the first column (regions
#1, #6, . . . , #21) are decreasing, which indicates that the
decreasing energy input for each row is captured correctly for
all rows.

For the first row (regions #1 through #5), the increasing
energy input is reflected well except for region #4 which
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Fig. 8: Analysis of signal energy ratio for sample regions
in build job. Box-and-whisker plots show the distribution of
signal energy ratio for sample regions in each row of build job,
the computed energy density is displayed as a reference. Note
that axis limits have been set to visually align the datasets.
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Fig. 9: Relation between computed energy density and mea-
sured energy ratio along with linear fits computed on complete
data (N = 375, RMSE = 14.69, R2 = 0.24) and on regions
with correct scan angle estimate i.e. ∆θdom ≤ 10◦ (see text;
N = 345, RMSE = 9.76, R2 = 0.65).

exhibits a median value similar to region #3. This scheme is
repeated in the second (#6–10) and fourth row (#16–20) where
the next to last region is an outlier with values close to its left
neighbor. The fourth row (#16–20) shows no trend, only the
last region produces larger values of r. Finally, median values
in row five capture the trend, but the values of regions overlap.

The presented results show that our measurements capture
the difference in energy input but do not exactly follow the
computed energy input values. The outliers in the next to last
column (regions #4 and #9) are due to local reflections on
the part surface which cannot be completely corrected by the
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Fig. 10: Scan angle estimates for all analyzed regions and
median angle for each layer (×). The increment of 67◦

between successive layers corresponds to the rotating scan
scheme.

adaptive histogram equalization.
The variation of the signal energy ratio for each sample

region can be attributed to the different appearance of part
surfaces for rotating laser scan line orientation (Figure 2). For
an increment of 67◦ in each layer, the scan line orientation
is almost parallel to the initial scan lines after eight layers
( 8·67

◦

180◦
≈ 2.98), i.e. two cycles are captured in our data.

To examine the correlation between measured signal energy
ratio and computed energy input, a linear model was fitted to
all measurements (Figure 9). This model achieves a RMSE
of 14.69 J mm−3 and a coefficient of determination R2 =
0.24 which is very poor. The poor fit is due to the outliers
marked in Figure 9 which correspond to regions for which
the scan angle estimation failed and an incorrect filter mask
for decomposition was created and applied. Outliers can be
detected by comparing the detected angle of each region to
the median angle of region angles for this layer (Figure 10)

∆θdom = |θdom −median{θi}| , (17)

we use ∆θdom ≤ 10◦ and remove N = 30 regions. Most
outliers are from layer 8 in which the laser scan lines are
almost vertical and parallel to the incident light which leads
to low contrast between adjacent scan lines. Another linear
model was fitted to regions with robust scan angle estimates,
only. It achieves a RMSE of 9.76 J mm−3 and R2 = 0.65.

The accuracy of the straightforward linear regression ap-
proach is not perfect but indicates that our measure is able
to describe the relation between energy input and surface
appearance.

Results of classifier evaluation are displayed in Figure 11.
For L = 12 a tree classifier limited to 5 splits achieves the
minimum loss of 12 %. This configuration correctly identifies
four out of five good regions (#7, 8, 13, 14) but also classifies
two non-good regions as good (#18, 19). It can be seen that
the classifier loss decreases for larger window lengths (L ≥ 6)
which indicates that a classification based on single layer will
not be successful.

While not perfect, the results of automated classification
are promising and suggest that rating of part regions based
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Fig. 11: Classifier loss for part region analysis with respect
to manually assigned labels (good/not good) based on light
microscopy analysis.

on the signal energy ration is feasible. Due to the variation of
surface appearance, which is caused by the rotating scanning
scheme (Figure 2) information from multiple layers is required
for robust decisions.

Run Time. In our experiments the average duration of
image loading and preprocessing (0.63 s), and feature com-
putation for 25 regions at 200 px× 200 px (3.3 s) would
enable inspection of each layer after completion. Timings were
obtained with MATLAB 2016a on an Intel i7-6700K@4 GHz.

IV. CONCLUSION

High resolution layer images capture the surface topology
of produced layers in laser beam melting (LBM) processes.
We developed a method for decomposing part surface images
into laser scan lines and background structure and propose
the signal energy ratio as measure for compound quality
assessment. In our experiments we analyzed the correlation
of signal energy ratio and energy input and found a promis-
ing connection. Automatic classification of part regions as
good/not good does not achieve the same accuracy as manual
rating but results are promising.

Based on these findings the development of an in-situ
quality assessment of layers produced by LBM seems feasible.
An automated surface rating may be used to detect bad
compound, and optimize the core process parameters for new
material or challenging part geometries.
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